The present preferred embodiment of this invention is illustrated to advantage in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The apparatus is disclosed generally at 10 and comprises a body frame 11 of suitable cast construction to provide an opening in the top portion at 12 and a tire receiving notch 13 at one end of the said opening 12 so that the body of the apparatus may be moved in under a vehicle tire shown at T upon suitable wheels or rollers 14 pivoted in the forward end of the body 11. The rearward end of the body 11 is provided with a fixed foot 15, and the forward end thereof, in addition to the wheels 14, is provided inwardly of each wheel with an adjustable foot 16 controlled by a suitable knob 17. Obviously, the adjustable feet 16 are adapted to be retracted when the apparatus 10 is moved about on the wheels 14. A suitable swivel-mounted handle 18 is provided for the apparatus 10, the handle 18 being arranged to swing about a vertical pivot so that it can be moved to one side or the other of the position shown in Fig. 1.

The apparatus shown generally at 10 is adapted to be rolled under a vehicle tire T after the vehicle has been jacked up and set on fixed supports such as the support 20 shown in Fig. 1. A support 20 will of course be used inside each of the tire and wheel assemblies so that the vehicle shown generally at V will be rigidly suspended with its tires sufficiently clear of the ground to permit the apparatus 10 to pass thereon. The frame or body 11 is adapted to carry grinding means within the opening 12 and inwardly of the notch 13, such grinding means coming into contact with the tire tread under controlled conditions.

In order to bring the apparatus 10 and the tire T into a condition where the axis of the tire is parallel with the axis of the grinding roll, such roll to be hereinafter described in detail, the apparatus 10 is provided with a plumb gauge. The plumb gauge consists in a support rod 22 rigidly fixed in the frame 11 to support an arm 23 at its upper end. The arm 23 is adapted to swing in a horizontal plane about the support rod 22, and the arm carries a plumb bar 24 which is adjustable in the end of the arm 23 so that the outer extremities of the plumb bar can be located to contact the tire tread region close to zones which are diametrically opposite.

It will be observed in Figs. 1 and 2 that the plumb bar 24 has been adjusted by tilting the apparatus 10 on the adjustable feet 16 to a position where it just touches the tire side walls at top and bottom.

In order to facilitate grinding of the tire tread, apparatus 10 is further provided with a runout gauge shown generally at 25, such gauge being adjustable mounted on a suitable support 26 which is a part of the frame 11. The runout gauge includes a gauge roller 27 which can be adjusted into contact with the tire tread so that the gauge needle 28 will respond to the position of the roller 27 as it detects the presence of high and low spots in the tire tread. It is preferred to have the roller 27 of fairly narrow width, and to provide lateral adjustment of the runout gauge 25 by means of the adjusting rod 29 which is fixed to the runout gauge and adjustable clamped in means 30 which is, in turn, supported on a bar 31 arranged at right angles to the rod 29. In this way, the runout gauge 25 may be adjusted across the width of the tire tread so that any given portion of the tire tread may be examined without producing false readings on the gauge due to the presence of high or low spots in the tire tread at adjacent portions. This permits making corrections in a setting between the tire and the grinding means in the apparatus 10 to suit the condition of the tire tread.

Reference will now be made to Figs. 4, 5 and 6 in particular and to other views of the drawings as thought necessary. The body 11 of the apparatus 10 is supported...
is important to have the adjustable idler roll 54 parallel with the power roll 50, but it is possible by adjusting one or the other of the shafts 64 to cause the belt to move laterally, whereby lateral adjustment of the belt is obtained with respect to the grinding assembly 45. The belt 68 is adapted to be supported by the formed grinding roll 53, the relation of the rolls 50, 53 and 54 being especially clear in Figs. 6 and 8. The ideal position for the apparatus 10 with respect to the tire 7 is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the phantom outline of the tire 7 is shown with its center vertically above the axis of the back-up roll 51. It is also indicated in Fig. 6 that the axis of the roll 53 has been brought into parallel relation with the axis of the tire 7 by means of the plumb bar 24. In order to obtain vertical alignment between the axis of roll 53 and the axis of tire 7, the frame 11 is provided with indicator means 66, one of which is shown in Fig. 1 as being located on an upper surface of the frame 11 and in alignment with the axis of the roll 53.

The support rod 22 for the plumb gauge is mounted at this indicator means 66.

The frame 46 carrying the foregoing described grinding assembly is adapted to swing about the axis of the pivot 47 as seen in Fig. 6. The full line position of the frame 46 and the broken line position of the frame 46 indicates the position of relative movement of the grinding assembly with respect to the frame 11. This movement permits relative adjustment of the grinding belt upwardly or downwardly within the opening 12 of the frame 11 so that the grinding belt may be adjusted with respect to the tread of tire 7 for making very light or very heavy cuts or some intermediate weight of cut. The means for adjusting the position of the grinding assembly 45 is shown particularly in Figs. 4 and 6. This means includes an adjustable knob 67 near the rearward end and at one side of the frame 11, the knob being connected to the outer end of a threaded shaft 68. The shaft 68 moves longitudinally through a fixed threaded bushing 69 carried in the frame 11. The knob 67 is provided with a shank 70 which has a sliding fit in the outer end of an aperture which receives the bushing 69, and the shank 70 may be provided with index lines or other suitable indicia (not shown) whereby the inward and outward displacement of the knob 67 and shank 70 can be utilized to indicate the extent of displacement of the grinding assembly 45 as previously described. The shaft 68 is guided near its lower end in a support bushing 71 carried in a suitable bracket 72. The lower end 73 of shaft 68 is adapted to engage a drive plate 74 whereby the up and down movement of the shaft 68 is transmitted to the grinding belt 54 or grinding roll 53. The frame 46 is adapted to support the grinding assembly 45 pivot 47. Since the grinding assembly 45 pivots about one end of the frame 46, the weight of this assembly is sustained by a suitable lift spring 75 shown particularly in Figs. 4 and 7. The upper end of spring 75 is anchored in a boss 76 on the interior of the frame 11, and the lower end of this spring engages an anchor pin 77 fixed in a side of the frame 46. It should now be clear that the spring 75 exerts a constant upward force on the grinding assembly 45, whereas the lower end 73 of the shaft 68 acts as a variable stop for this upward movement so that the grinding assembly is provided with an upper limit of movement at all times, but is free to be displaced downwardly against the tension in spring 75. The downward displacement of the grinding assembly 45 is useful to permit the assembly to move downwardly whenever a high spot on the tire tread passes the back-up roll 53 for grinding belt 65. Whenever such a high spot passes the roll 53, the spring 75 will raise the grinding assembly 45 to its adjusted fixed position against the lower end 73 of shaft 68. Without such an arrangement for controlling the upward position of the grinding assembly 45, while permitting yielding displacement of this assembly downwardly, the grinding belt 65 would in operation ride continuously...
ously on the tread of the tire and it would be impossible to remove high spots and obtain a rounded condition of the tread.

The means for driving the power roll 80 is an electric motor 80 suitably mounted on frame 46 near the pivot 47, reference being directed particularly to Figs. 4 and 5. The motor 80 and roll 80 is protected by a suitable enlargement 81 of the frame 11, as shown in Fig. 5. The shaft 82 of this motor carries a drive pulley 83 which is connected by a belt 84 to the driven pulley 52 associated with the power roll 50. Since the power roll and the motor are carried on the same frame and move together, this arrangement of belt drive requires merely the usual adjustment of the motor 80 in the frame 46 to obtain proper tension in the drive belt 84.

The present apparatus also includes means for spinning the vehicle wheel so that the tire T may be caused to rotate simultaneously with the grinding belt 65. This spinning means includes a roll 85 which is best seen in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The mounting for the tire spinning roll 85 is shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Reference may now be had to the several views of the drawings as above indicated. The tire spinning roll 85 is carried on a shaft 86 which, in turn, is suitably journaled in a yoke type frame 87, the spaced arms 88 of which are adapted to be pivotally connected to bosses 89 in the interior of frame 11 (see Fig. 4). The yoke frame 87 is provided with a depending side support 90 which is adapted to carry pinion gear 91, and this gear 91 is fixed on a shaft 92 which also carries a pulley 93. The pulley 93 is connected by a suitable belt 94 to a pulley 95 on motor shaft 82. The pinion 91 is adapted to mesh with a second pinion 96 which is fixed at the outer end of the shaft 86 for the wheel spinning roll 85. This arrangement of pinion gears and pulleys between motor 89 and the roll 85 is adapted to cause rotation of the tire T in a direction opposite to the linear movement of the grinding belt 65. In other words, the tread of the tire is adapted to move in a direction counter to the direction of the grinding belt for the purpose of reducing the necessary speed of the belt or the tire so that the heat of grinding may be kept as low as possible, to the end that the material removed from the tire tread will not reach a temperature causing it to stick or gum up in the abrasive surface of the belt 65. A quick and speedy job of grinding can be best obtained by avoiding any rumming of the grinding belt, thereby making the belt effective as a means for removing material from the tire tread.

The yoke frame 87 is adapted to pivot independently of the frame 46 and in an opposite sense about the pivot bosses 89. In order to keep the wheel spinning roll 85 in a position engaging the tire T, the yoke frame 87 is provided with an anchor pin 97 to engage the lower ends of two lift springs 98, the lift springs 98 being respectively anchored at their upper ends at spaced points in the frame 11 as shown in Fig. 7. The springs 98 permit downward yielding of the spinning roll 85 so that this roll may respond to high and low spots in the tire tread while maintaining sufficient frictional contact with the tire to keep the tire at approximately the desired speed to make the grinding action of the belt 65 effective.

Turning now to Figs. 5, 6 and 7 it can be seen that the side or skirt of the body frame 11 is provided with an elongated opening 100 which is somewhat larger than the grinding belt 65 for the purpose of permitting the grinding assembly 45 to be adjusted to a position opposite the opening 100 for the purpose of removing or installing the grinding belt 65. The grinding assembly 45 can be conveniently fixed opposite the opening 100 by suitable adjustment of the knob 67 against the wear plate 74. It is necessary that the adjustable idler roll 54 be brought directly toward the power roll 50 to develop sufficient slack in the grinding belt 65 to allow the belt to be slipped sidewise from the grinding assembly 45 through the opening 100.

The present tire truing apparatus is compactly arranged within the body frame 11 and is rendered conveniently mobile by reason of the wheels 14 and the maneuvering handle 18. The electric motor 80 is supplied with current through a suitable electric cord 101, and a suitable switch can be provided either in the cord 101 or in the body 11 as desired.

The present apparatus fully attains all of the foregoing objects and possesses the advantage of being capable of truing up vehicle tires easily and rapidly. The necessity for truing up or rounding vehicles tires is to assist in balancing the tires under dynamic conditions where lopsidedness, high spots, and cupping increase the difficulty of obtaining substantially correct balancing. The apparatus is also provided for safety reasons as tires wear unevenly and hence more rapidly when high spots or undue vibration are present. Furthermore, the present apparatus embodies in one compact assembly all of the necessary means whereby vehicle tires may be rounded and trued up while on the vehicle. Other advantages of the present apparatus should now be appreciated from the foregoing detailed description of a preferred embodiment thereof. It is especially noted that the runout gauge 25 can be utilized at all times to indicate the progress of the grinding belt on the tire tread, so that excessive grinding will not take place when the tire has been brought within certain recommended tolerances of concentricity, or eccentricity with respect to the axis of rotation of the wheel assembly. Once a tire has been brought within the allowable tolerances, and has been balanced for dynamic conditions, the tire will be found to run smoothly and quietly and will improve riding quality and comfort of the vehicle.

Reference has been made to a formed grinding roll 53 in the grinding assembly 45. This roll 53 is located in the zone of the abrasive belt 65 engaging the tread of the tire T and the roll backs up the belt to effect the grinding or cutting action. Normally, the tire tread has a certain degree of lateral curvature or tread crown, hence the roll 53 is formed with a curved face which simulates the tread crown curvature, as best seen in Figs. 2, 4 and 8.

It is obvious that changes may be made in the construction and arrangement of the parts and means above described, and it is desired to cover such changes, modifications or alterations within the scope of the annexed claims.

What is claimed is:

1. Tire rounding apparatus including a supporting casing, a pair of frames operatively mounted in said casing to pivot in opposite directions relative to each other and to pivot toward and away from the tire, tire grinding means carried by one frame and comprising an abrasive belt, spaced belt rolls and a formed grinding roll adapted to back up said belt, said rolls being arranged with their axes substantially parallel, tire spinning means carried by the other of said frames, a motor carried by said one frame and having an operative connection with said grinding means, drive connection means between said motor and said spinning means, and means on said casing adapted to laterally tilt and vertically elevate said apparatus to bring said formed grinding roll axis into substantially parallel relationship with the tire axis.

2. Tire rounding apparatus including a supporting casing, a pair of frames operatively mounted in said casing to pivot in opposite directions relative to each other and toward and away from the tire, tire grinding means carried by one frame comprising an abrasive belt, spaced belt rolls and a back-up roll intermediate said belt rolls, and rolls being arranged with their axes substantially parallel, one of said belt rolls being adjustable toward and away from the other of said belt rolls for adjusting the tension of said abrasive belt, tire spinning means carried by the other of said frames, a motor mounted on said one frame and having an operative connection with said
grinding means, and drive connection means between said motor and said shorting means.

3. Tire rounding apparatus including an enclosing casing; a pair of frames operatively mounted in said casing to pivot in opposite directions relative to each other and away from said tire grinding means carried by one frame comprising an abrasive belt, spaced belt rolls and a back-up roll therebetween, said rolls being mounted with their axes substantially parallel, one of said belt rolls being adjustable toward and away from the other of said belt rolls for adjusting the tension of said abrasive belt and for permitting removal of said abrasive belt from the belt rolls, said casing being provided with a side opening through which said belt may be removed, and means for positioning said grinding means opposite to the side opening of said casing; tire spinning means carried by the other of said frames; a motor mounted on said one frame and having an operative connection with said grinding means, and drive connection means between said motor and said shorting means.

4. A tire truing apparatus adapted to be positioned beneath the raised wheel of a vehicle for truing a tire mounted thereon, said apparatus comprising a casing having a tire receiving opening; a grinding assembly including a frame hingedly mounted at one end on said casing and having an unattached end adapted to move toward and away from said tire receiving opening, a drive roller journalcd in said frame, an idler roller rotatably mounted in spaced parallel relation with said drive roller on said frame, a back-up roller journalcd in said frame intermediate said drive and idler rollers, a continuous belt having an abrasive surface, said belt extending around said drive and idler rollers, and a motor mounted on said frame and connected to said drive roller for driving said belt over said back-up roller; yieldable means urging said grinding assembly toward said tire receiving opening; adjustable stop means limiting movement of said grinding assembly toward said tire receiving opening; tire rotating means adapted to effect the continuous rotation of the tire and including a tire contacting roller rockably mounted on the casing adjacent to the tire receiving opening, means yieldably urging said tire contacting roller into a position in said tire receiving opening, and drive means connected to said motor and said tire contacting roller for rotating the latter in a direction opposite to the direction of movement of said belt; gauge means on said frame adapted to contact the surface of the tire to be trued to indicate changes therein; and other means carried by said casing and adapted to align the axis of the vehicle wheel with the axis of the back-up roller.
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